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Darth Vader and stormtroopers appear on the red carpet for
the European film premiere of Star Wars: The Rise of Sky-
walker in London on Wednesday. — AFP photos

“The Rise of Skywalker” was meant to provide a sat-
isfying conclusion to nine “Star Wars” films but for
many critics, its aim was as wide of the mark as a

stormtrooper in a blaster battle. Director J J Abrams’s return
to the space saga has been slammed as unoriginal and slavishly
pandering to the franchise’s rabid core fanbase. It has a score
of 59 percent from around 200 critics on movies website Rot-
ten Tomatoes - the worst of any live-action “Star Wars”
episode since the panned prequel “The Phantom Menace” two
decades ago.

The Los Angeles Times called it “an epic failure of nerve”
with a “succession of cheap ‘gotcha!’ twists”. “In its anxiety
not to offend, it comes off more like fan fiction than the creation
of actual professional filmmakers,” said Time magazine. For The
Hollywood Reporter, the movie’s “more-is-more approach ul-
timately leaves one both bloated from too many courses and
uncertain about some of the ingredients”. Many reviewers have
compared it unfavorably to the previous installment, “The Last
Jedi” (2017), now widely seen as a more experimental “Star
Wars” film which critics enjoyed but which enraged a vocal mi-
nority of hardcore fans.

‘Too cumbersome’ 
A few reviewers, honoring the balance that is a central tenet

of the Jedi Order, pushed back with their own glowing appre-
ciations, however. Variety called it the “most elegant, emotion-
ally rounded, and gratifying ‘Star Wars’ adventure” since 1980’s
“The Empire Strikes Back”, while the Daily Telegraph in Lon-
don said the film “gives our heroes the swashbuckling, heart-

US film director J J Abrams poses on the red carpet. 

Fans dressed as Star Wars characters attend the European film
premiere of Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker in London.Kelly Marie Tran
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